Bass Fishing Tips  A Must Read…
By: Stephon Anderson
Chapter 1:
What’s Hot with Bass Fishing?
For years businesses have rode on the vast interest Bass
fishing has generated. Many people are hooked, pardon
the pun, on this hobby and have elevated it to a sport and
a passion. Resorts, sports gears and lines have been built
and many more aspects have benefited from these
interest.
Today, there are more and more people trying to learn
and find out what the buzz is all about. Bass fishing is
more than just catching a fish. Its now about getting those
prized big bass and having the opportunity to show it off.
For beginners there are lots more to bass fishing that
meets the eye.
First, try to know the lures that you must have to enjoy
bass fishing.

And do you know what the top 3 lures for catching Bass
are? Although there was no particular gauge that was
presented by the researchers, a survey was performed
among the pro bass fishermen and it was found that
plastic worms was the most patronized and ranking on
the second and third place were the spinner bait and then
the crank bait.
However, picking one of these 3 is not enough. Some
factors are still needed to be considered. Primarily, you
must consider if it is better to cover a smaller segment of
water thoroughly or skim across a larger area as quickly
as possible to find fish. Using a worm is slower, but
absolutely effective and is very seductive to Bass. They do
best when the fish are schooled over a particular
structure.
The problem that usually arise with fishing with a worm is
the inability to sense strikes. Usually the inability to sense
them is due to a sinker that is too heavy and a line that is
too thick.
To help you to overcome this predicament you are
advised to use a variable buoyancy worm using lead strip
sinkers. Here are some of its advantages:

•

No moving lead on the line to dampen the feel of a
gentle pickup
•
You can apply the precise amount of lead to deliver
the worm action needed
•
It makes it easier for a bass to inhale the worm
•
It aids in hook setting
•
It's easier to shake loose from snags
•
You can cause the worm to hang virtually suspended
over the bottom when fishing shallow water.
To tell how much lead strip is needed, wrap one strip
around the hook and bury the barb in the worm. Ease it
into the water and watch it sink, it should barely settle
toward the bottom. If it sinks to fast, take some off, etc.
Make sure to use no heavier than 8pound mono line 
preferably 6 pound.
On the other hand, a Spinner bait can be moved more
quickly across the surface and can be bounced on the
bottom, sent against a tree limb and moved in many
different ways in order to stimulate strikes. It is a great
probing lure for the shoreline because of its tanglefree
construction.
Lastly, Crank baits cover a lot of water in a hurry. Using
them, you can check out a spot without wasting too much

time. You can use them for locating fish that may be
scattered.
The most important thing is, no matter what lure you
select for the particular lake that you are fishing on, you
need to make it as easy for the Bass to get at it as
possible. Drop that lure right in front of them. Scientists
have proven that Bass calculate the amount of energy it
will take them to go after the prey.
Discover and learn to use one of those lures that you
preferred to use for you to really find enjoyment in bass
fishing!
Aside from considering the lures, it is also important to
determine the accurate time in going for bass fishing.
Dawn and dusk are definitely when the biggest bass can
be brought in. First, remember that bass love ambush
spots offering lots of cover from the baitfish. They like to
hid, and pounce on their prey.
These bait fish are most active in the early morning or
evening. When they feed, bass follow because the
baitfish is less aware of threats when they feed. Go out
fishing during these times for the best success.

When retrieving an underwater lure in poor light, keep it
coming at a steady pace once it is set in motion. This will
make it easier for bass to locate and grab it.
The last thing is, don't bother going out in the dawn/dusk
when water is below 50 degrees Fahrenheit. This
temperature wipes out certain aquatics and terrestrials,
which nullifies the food chain feeding.
Lures and proper time of going on bass fishing are ample
factors only that must be taken into account because
other aspects such as water quality considerations and
weather conditions are also necessary for you to win the
game on bass fishing!

Chapter 2:
Locating the Best Bass Fishing Areas.
What is it in bass fishing that everybody are driven on to
engage on such activity? People get fond of bass fishing
that is why every trend that they hear about it really
catches their interests and as much as possible get into it.

“Where are the what...? Where are the bass!” How many
of the anglers (tournament and recreational) go to a body
of water you've never fished before, drop the boat in the
water, then, ask this question to yourself? This is probably
one of the biggest topics in bass fishing that an angler
should learn more about.
Here you will be getting information on how to locate
areas best for bass fishing.
Locating bass and understanding the water would be the
number one question among bass anglers today. The
next most asked question would be is which baits they
should use to catch a "big" bass.
Now when you think about it, there are really only two (2)
main topics that go handinhand when it comes to bass
fishing. If you understood more about these two, you
would definitely become a much better angler, and they
are:
1. Knowing how to locate bass.
2. Knowing how to catch bass using all the different
techniques, presentations, and baits.

Learning how to locate bass can be somewhat of a
challenge to most anglers because there are so many
different factors that need to be determined such as:
1. Knowing how to read a map  this is the fundamental
skill that you should try to learn because through a map it
is easier for you to take on the appropriate location good
for bass fishing.
2. Knowing the most practical places to look for Active
Bass just after cold fronts and during early spring and
late fall periods  weather condition must be especially
considered as well.
3. Understanding water depth this is an important
element because the depth or the hollowness of the water
will serve as a factor for you to know if it is a good
location.
4. Water clarity it could be easier for you to now have
your bass fishing if you are welloriented about the water
clarity of your location.
5. Water temperatures

6. Seasonal patterns this is in relation with the trend
whether bass fishing is seasonal or not.
7. Locating structure areas
8. Finding vegetation areas
But there is more! Being a consistent bass angler is so
much more than just getting in your boat, hitting the
water, and casting your baits. That's why bass
tournaments are so competitive and exciting, because the
more you learn about locating bass the quicker you can
start catching them right? And hey, isn't that half the
battle?
Let's start by looking at a lake map. There are two general
types of lake maps that most anglers will use which are
referred to as the; “Hot Spot” and “Topographical” maps.
The differences between the two is that a “Topo” map
shows more detail, and the “Hot Spots” map shows more
fishing spots (well, at least they’re supposed to).
The secret (or key) in learning how to use a lake map
would be to sector the map. What I mean by this is that I
will take the map and study it for a moment (looking for
areas where the fish would most likely be.) Next, I will

(using a highlighter) divide the map in sections based on
how much time I have to prefish for a tournament or how
many days I have to just fish the body of water for fun.
The size of the sections will vary depending on contours,
structure, and how many places I may want to check out
during the course of the day based on what the map
shows me. I am certainly not one to just cast bait into the
water and work it for five minutes and leave; I will try an
assortment of baits if I see signs of fish in any given area
to try to establish a working pattern.
Here are some key elements that you can usually look for
when it comes to locating bass on any given body of
water:
1. Vegetation areas
2. Irregular contours
3. Shallow water close to deep water areas
4. Points and point drops
5. Various types of structure

Chapter 3:
Bass Fishing Facts You Need to Know
Some people may not be aware of what bass fishing is.
Bass fishing has an interesting story. It begun in the late
18th century and it still continues to develop until today.
More and more people have been hooked up with bass
fishing.
It is in fact one of the most popular hobbies of many
people and in most countries. More and more countries
have been adopting bass fishing.
It had probably in the beginning practiced in search for
food from among the people in the south of the United
States. From that day onwards, it has started getting
numerous audiences of all ages and nations. Today,
several countries such as Australia, Cuba, South Africa,
United States and most citizens from Europe participate in
this kind of event.

The year 1768 or 1770 was the birth of bass fishing
sports. Onesimus Ustonson was the one who introduced
his first multiplying reels to the fishing gurus and lovers of
bass fishing. From then on, it was developed into bait
caster.
William Shakespeare Jr. have materialized the
construction of a level wind device and secured its patent
on 1897.
Then after, the William J. Jamison Co introduced the
excessively ornamented Shannon Twin Spinner in 1915
and was enhanced to create today's spinner baits.
In the year 1932, President Franklin D. Roosevelt has
instituted the formation of Tennessee Valley Authority and
has encouraged the construction and building of several
dams. These dams were later used for culturing different
varieties of bass fishes. If these dams were not built, the
people would not have the place to go for bass fishing.
Five years later, the famous DuPont Company filed
copyright for nylon fishing net, and this was later
urbanized into nylon monofilament fishing line.

The year 1992 is one of the most glorious events in the
history of bass fishing. Larry Nixon, the famous fisherman
in the history of bass fishing won $1 M total earnings for
this sport on this year.
A lot of fish species that are being caught in the bass
fishing events include the following:
Micropterus punctatus  Kentucky Bass
Micropterus dolomieui  Smallmouth bass
Micropterus salmoides (Lacepede)  Largemouth Bass
The other known classes of Micropterus are also wedged
but in those times, one that remains most accepted is the
Largemouth bass. On the other hand, it should be
emphasized that some of the Australian Bass are different
from the above North American Bass variants even though
most share comparable features.
Possibly, the most vigorous success of Bass Fishing was
in the 1950s. The popularity of the game during this age
is the springboard to the development of modern fishing
equipments from bass boats, rods, lines, lures and
various fishing gears.

The contribution of bass fishing industry to the US
economy records $50 to $70 Billion and the number
continues to grow. Statistics show that the audience base
of this sport is increasing and that more and more people
are getting interested in it compared to tennis and golf.
Electronic gears during that time were also integrated and
incorporated among the host of equipments bass fishers
which were used at that same time. Reels of different
types, which function in carrying and hoisting, were also
created.
Now that you have a little understanding about bass
fishing, you can already start your own bass fishing in
your place. It is important to know the certain facts about
bass fishing so that you will fully understand how it
started.
In addition, you must know how to build up a victorious
bass fishing pattern. Having a larger bass will really help
you in your fishing trip.
Some may also go bass fishing at night if they want to so
it is good that you be taught professional night bass
fishing techniques.

Besides, the others may also be benefited by learning the
professional winter bass fishing techniques for those who
have experienced the four seasons.
These are only some of the many styles and tips on how
to progress and enhance your bass fishing strategy. But if
you do not have any plan at all, you may really get
dissatisfied from time to time. But, it is optional that you
first learn and read adequate information and guides
about bass fishing.

Chapter 4:
The Fantastic Bass Fishing Experience in Central
Florida
When you go fishing from one place to the other
in the U. S. you will see many different types
of lakes and rivers. Each body of water has its
own endearing characteristic but they also have
a lot of things in common. And that is where the
lakes and rivers in Central Florida differ from
all the others lakes in the United States – it
has its own uniqueness.

It is popularly known that Central Florida is
famous for fantastic Bass fishing. They have the
best lakes in the entire Florida because they
have the finest largemouth bass any other lakes
could give.
Bass fishing in Central Florida is world class
throughout the year. The reproduction of
this fish occurs between December and April at
which time the bass will be at their heaviest.
Eight to ten pound trophyclass fish are
possible on any given day, with a chance at even
a larger bass.
You can also find in Central Florida the famous
Kissimmee Chain of Lakes where the finest
largemouth bass can be found.
Central Florida bass fishing is known world
wide. Avid fishermen from all over the world
take their vacations here in order to see and
catch their own worldclass wall mount, a sure
pride of their collection.
Before you go on fishing for bass fishes

in Central Florida, you have first to consider
that fishes have different characteristics. And
they are as follows:
1. Shallow water fish or literal zone fish:
These fishes lives and survive in shallow water
near the shore line.
2. Of course when there are fishes in the
shallow, there are also fishes that live in deep
water.
3. The last are the classes of gypsies. These
fish live in deepwater home but they van also
survive near the shore.
Now, if you are done categorizing to what
characteristic does the bass fish belong, start
the ultimate fishing.
But wait! You might be wondering where on
Central Florida you can get these bass fishes.
Here is a list of lakes where you can find the
finest and the best bass fishes in the whole
Central Florida.

•The Lake Tohopekiga or the Lake Toho 
the Florida’s trophy Largemouth fisheries are
found in Lake Tohopekaliga or "Lake Toho”. It is
actually the place where B.A.S.S is held. This
is also know as the Kissimee Chain of Lakes.
•The Lake Cypress
•And the Lake Kissimmee
Try to visit these lakes! And you will never
regret it.
While there are so many seasoned Bass fishers from
Central Florida and some from out of state, there are also
those who have little or no experience just yet but want to
takes up the sport. It is necessary to know that it is not
just about throwing a line in the water and wait. There are
some necessary procedures and laws to follow.
The following are important guides for fishing
bass in Central Florida:
1.Be sure that the boats you are going to
use are fully equipped with all U.S. Coast Guard
safety equipment and cell phone for emergency
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